cal and spatial determinacy. Realizing that it was the mythic elements of the Lay that helped define Germany's literary as well as its own national identity, Boll's references and allusions to the saga in his novels reveal not only a deep attachment to the epic but also Boll's own identification with the German landscape and to a specific moral and cultural tradition. In the absence of a body of literature in the post-war period which could thematically help constitute a new German literature, Boll's reincorporation and recontextualization of the Nibelungen mythology helped not only to restore the use of Germanic myth to German literature but also served as a tool for socio-political critique and as a means of examining Germany's past and present so as to help explain the consciousness of the individuals and the society populating his literary prose.
In his introduction to a collection of Boll's poetry, Robert Conard posits that Boll's lyric and prose are characterized by the use of a kind of "personal mythology," which together with somewhat obscure autobiographic elements impart a cryptic aspect to his poetry ("Introduction" 9) . 4 This mythology is rooted in the "history, landscape, religion, tradition and life in and around Cologne. The city, its people, past and present, its churches, its landmarks and buildings all populate the poems as mythological characters rich in significance" (9) . Conard notes further that Boll himself has stated in numerous essays that these characteristics of Cologne make for a world of their own, a microcosm of a world that, while distinct in and of itself, nonetheless represents a greater world, one that then falls under the scrutiny of Boll's critical eye. Central to this image of Cologne is the Rhine River, a symbol that recurs throughout Boll's works, from his earliest stories and poetry to his later works, reaching its pinnacle in Boll's final novel, Frauen vor Flufilandschaft (Women in a River Landscape), in which the Rhine itself is a central character, as informed by the title of the novel.
Inexorably connected with the Rhine, however, is a mythology older and richer than Boll's, and one that is conjured up, willingly or not, at the mere mention of the river-that of Siegfried and the Nibelungenlied.' In a number of his works, Boll makes 2 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 25, Iss. 2 [2001] , Art. 4 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol25/iss2/4 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1508 specific reference not only to the Rhine, but also to many figures from the Nibelung saga. This mythological tradition has throughout the history of German literature become synonymous with Germany and "Germanness." As Otfrid Ehrismann has noted in the introduction to his study of the Nibelung reception in German literature: "The national conception of Germany was carried over to the Nibelungenlied first in comparison with the Homeric epic . . . then strengthened in its entrustment in Volkspoesie-the poetry of the people reflected the heroic character of this people (n.p.)." Indeed, it is the mythic components of the Nibelungenlied that help define Germany's literary identity as well as Germany's own national identity, and it comes as no surprise that Boll utilizes these elements throughout his works. Consequently, Boll's "personal" mythology often draws on Germanic mythology, thereby lending richer allegorical and associative power to his work.
When asked once what elements most strongly influenced his works, Boll answered "the Rhine, Cologne-and Catholicism"-in that order (qtd. in Conard, "Introduction" 12) . While one may at first be taken aback by the order Boll assigns to these influences, upon reflection, the importance of location and geographical space in Boll's works becomes clearer. In the same essay, Boll defines and underscores his identity as a German: "I am a German. I see now that my roots are there for better or worse, sunk deep in the German language and tradition. To me, the recognition of this immutable fact is at once sobering and strengthening; it means that whatever becomes of me, I can never again be culturally bodenlos" (qtd. in In an essay entitled "Man and Myth," Joseph Campbell delineates further four basic functions of myth within society: the mystical function, in which man's relation to the size and the secrets of nature are explored; the cosmological, in which the myth attempts to understand and grasp the nature of the cosmos; the psychological or pedagogic, in which the myth establishes models of socialization; and finally the sociologic function, whereby a myth attempts to establish and maintain a social order (see . While the first two functions of myth lie rather clearly outside the scope of Boll's interests as a writer, the latter two, the psychological and the sociologic, are indeed areas that were important to Boll In a 1965 essay entitled "Der Rhein," Boll explains his fascination with the Rhine and the connotations it has for him with regard to its mythological content: "As a child I believed for a time that the Rhine was composed of dragon's blood which flowed from the Odenwald; I liked Siegfried, who was also a Rhinelander, never took his guilelessness for stupidity and that he was vulnerable, mortally vulnerable, made him great. (Boll, Aufsatze 199 hand on his heart when he bathes in blood, for she knows that the man who does not suffer with his fellow men is no longer among the ranks of humanity. ("Introduction" 10) The connection Boll draws between the writer and Siegfried thus serves a two-fold purpose. First, the writer must be the brave hero, willing to tell the truth even if it is an unpopular truth (Siegfried's bold honesty and trustworthiness cost him, of course, his life). But the writer's volition to stay "among the ranks of humanity" by suffering with his fellow man underscores a common theme of Boll's, the necessity of Leidensbereitschaft in post-war German society.' Important as well is Boll's conception of a German female, a sort of Germania figure, who serves not only as his muse and source of poetic inspiration, but also as a bestower of humanity, for she imposes vulnerability upon the writer/hero, preventing him from being above the common, mortal man. With the establishment of this constellation and identification, the importance of Germany to Boll, in both human and artistic terms, becomes quite clear. Through these myths, then, Boll is able to explore not only the remnants of German identity, but to construct and draft an identity based on history and tradition.
The use of mythology to unite the past with the present and recall history in order to help elucidate the thematic structure of a work is a device Boll Boll's creative works (161) . The question of remembering and the need for moral responsibility are themes to which Boll often returns. That Boll would consciously link the problem of remembering the past, though, with the "altes deutsches Sagengut," given the misuse and perversion of such myths in the NS period,9 seems at first strange and unnerving. However, the satirical manner in which he portrays the current utilization of these myths at once undercuts and comments on the nature of misappropriation of the past. In the novel, Bamberger, a Jew who was later to be gassed in the concentration camps, owned an egg noodle factory and used the figures from the Nibelung saga to adorn his packages:
[Y]ellow, ever so clean noodles, deep blue cartons and vivid red coupons: Siegfried's butter-colored, Kriemhild's margarine-colored hair, and Hagen's eyes as black as Etzel's Mongolian beard, black as mascara; Etzel's round grinning face, as yellow as a very mild mustard, and then the rosy-skinned one: Giselher, and the man with the lyre in a rust-brown gambeson, so handsome, much more handsome than Siegfried, she thought: Volker. (47) The juxtaposition and comparison of this revered mythology with the banality of condiments reflects the satiric irreverence with which Boll treats his subjects. Boll at once admires the majestic nature of these figures, yet ironically reduces the allegorical power they embody by trivializing their characterization. Whereas the Nazis exploited this mythology for the purposes of a dangerous political ideology of racial superiority, Boll Moreover, Bernhard underscores the unique combination in Haus ohne Hater of a "a principled moral critique from the standpoint of a young boy and a specific critique of the times, which arises from the intentions of other minor characters" (160). The moral criticism exercised within the novel is manifold. The exploitation of both people and ideas was disturbing for Boll, as was the moral decline within the family unit. Specifically, Boll problematizes the effects on both children and the family of the The depiction of these majestic figures in this final scene is both funny and somehow sad-on the one hand, they stand in all their glory and beauty, ready to fight and defend the courtly code of moral ethics, yet, at the same time, they are anachronisms, collecting dust and cobwebs in the corner of an attic: five characters in search of an author. What they lack is animation and the power to mean, having been reduced to lifeless caricatures of themselves. Symbolically, however, they parallel the thematic basis of the novel and as such reflect Boll's (Ball 119) . Similarly, in the decades preceding the war, society had turned away from the representation of Siegfried as a virtuous hero and concerned itself only with the idea of Nordic supremacy; the contextual meanings associated with Siegfried (and, in a broader sense, with literature as a whole) had been denied or denigrated. These mythological figures not only help problematize this conflict between the past, present, and future, but also reflect the occurrences in society on a literary level: the plight of Siegfried and his "family" is the plight of the Brielachs and the Bachs. Boll employs these small but meaningful mythological references to draw upon the sociologic and psychological functions of literary myth.
The Nibelung mythology is, for Boll, connected with more than just the figures of the saga; it represents a space, both literary and geographical, which Boll has mythologized and transformed into his personal conception of German history and, indeed, Germany itself. In his essay entitled "Der Rhein," Boll portrays the Rhine as a monument of German history ("Germany's river, not Germany's border"), a figure which has experienced and survived the course of German history . Here lies the heart of Europe, by a river with mythical origins but a concrete history; a river which Boll himself identifies as the primary influence on his work. Fictionally, this area commands a prominent place in Boll's novels-a place of both comfort and corruption. When, for example, the author in Group Portrait with Lady seeks a peaceful area to think over his prob-
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So that he might reflect in peace on all these problems, the Au. began by undertaking a journey to the Lower Rhine . . . through the pilgrims' mecca of Kevelear, through the home town of Siegfried, arriving shortly thereafter at the town where Lohengrin lost his nerve, and thence by taxi another three miles or so, past the home of Joseph Beuys, to a village that seemed almost unrelievedly Dutch.... It was a foggy day, mist curling in the sir, and it was easy to believe that Siegfried had not only ridden through Nifelheim on his way to Worms but had actually come from this nebuloussounding place. The combination of past, present, and narrative time is achieved here via the landscape-the "Heimat" of two figures who embody Germany past and present: Siegfried and Joseph Beuys." What both share is a common heritage and origins in a shared landscape. It is the associative power of this area, imparted by its mythical background that so fascinates Boll. Perhaps nowhere does Boll turn more decisively to the mythic locale of the Nibelung saga than in his final 1985 novel Women in a River Landscape. The setting of the novel (actually a "Novel in Dialogues and Soliloquies") is immediately clear from the title: a river landscape-more precisely, the Rhine. While Bonn and its surrounding areas serve as the urban and suburban centers for the action, the River Landscape, the land of the Nibelung, gradually reveals itself to be a character in and of itself. That the setting is crucial to the story is evident as well from the opening dedication and comments. Dedicated "Den Meinen an allen Orten, wo immer sie sein mogen" 'To my friends everywhere, wherever they are,' Boll quickly establishes the primacy of the location: "Since everything in this novel is fictitious, except the place where the fiction is set, there is no need for the usual disclaimers. The place itself is innocent and cannot feel offended" (xii (11) . Only the women are depicted in a positive light, for they, like the landscape, are innocent; as such, Boll creates an unusual relationship between men, women, and natureit is the women who comfort and support the men, and it is the Rhine which comforts and supports the women.
For the women in the novel, the Rhine is synonymous with nature and tranquillity, but also with "Heimat." Erika Wubler and Eva Plint both recognize the enchanting power of the Rhine: "It's the only place I can call home,"" Erika Wubler replies when asked if she will eventually leave the area (189). "The river is enticing," Eva Plint notes similarly (75), for the Rhine represents, in addition, a sanctuary for women, even in death." Elizabeth Blaukramer "should have walked into the Rhine" (149) instead of hanging herself, Eva Plint noted, and she herself, following in the steps of her stepmother and many other women before her, will one day drown herself in the Rhine as well, for the river has a mystical peacefulness and permanence which is incorruptible, unlike the men and the politics surrounding it.
But the Rhine reflects something more than just the innocence and cleansing power of nature," namely, German history. In the case of Women in a River Landscape, the women, who along with the landscape are of central importance, also represent a hope for change, for they are willing to strive for a new future, having seen the corruption of the present. They are not unlike Kriemhild and Brunhild, who were victims of the intrigues of men and the greed of the powerful as well. What was handed down as a sad reminder of the tragedy of the Burgundians, but also as a warning, was indeed the treasure in the Rhine: "The (river-landscape) is also that in which the Nibelung saga, fraught with disaster, yet revived anew by every generation, is invested with its legendary loyalty as well as it legendary betrayal (Wirth 439). Boll recalls this symbol of the past to remind us that, ironically, the Rhine, the site of the buried treasure, is today the site of Germany's greatest banks and industry. But at what cost was this wealth and power created? Wirth asserts in this regard, "after all, this river-landscape not only hides the treasure of Nibelungs, but its fog blankets not just a few crimes at specific places in this river-landscape which occurred during a thousand-year Reich or which possibly still occur today" (439).
It is perhaps fitting that Boll returned in his last novel to the one theme that he himself recognized as a central influence on his work-the Rhine. The Rhine, the site of the Nibelung tragedy and of symbolic importance as Germany's greatest river, is itself attributed mythic quality in Ball's novel, for it represents something even greater to Boll, namely Heimat. If Franz Boas was correct, and mythological worlds have indeed been built up only to be shattered again, then it was no doubt Boll's wish that the new worlds created from the fragments be better than the preceding ones. Most importantly, however, it is crucial that the builders of the new worlds remember and learn from the past. For Boll, 14 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 25, Iss. 2 [2001] , Art. 4 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol25/iss2/4 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1508
